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Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

' Valuers are good at tracking the market, but they are constrained by the flow of information. Valuers do a good job even though they use a difficult methodology
' The use of discounted cash flow analysis may be over done aJihe purchaser may be looking at the property from a

different angle

' Generally industrial premises are relatively easy to value, but at the moment it is difficult to find transactionalevidence
' lf we changed valuers then there would be suspicion in the market as to why
' ry. would only change if there was a major enor; we and the market are looking for consistency
' !f 

*9 are using the same valuer and he is coming up with consistent and credible valuations then we are happy
' We have to be seen as transparent and if we change valuers we have to have a good reason to do so
' We have chosen the valuer because we believe he is proficient and accurate and unless something has changed, why

would we change?. I decide which valuers we instruct and I keep it the same every year

' I keep the same valuer on the same property, although I do mlx different properties in the same area between the two
valuers then compare their evidence

' We all have to stand up to what we think and you've got to put a number on it and I think it is realistic to do that, but
there is no absolute value for a property. The whole portfolio is valued every six months

' I instruct the valuer, I sit down and meet them, we talk about the properties, I make up a list of information hat relates
specifically to the property, I then forward that information in the form'of instructions, then there is a fee negotiation and
final instruction

' lVe negotiate the fees every two years; fees have not really mattered much, there is more competition now
' The choice of valuer is an historic thing, there has been noieason to change. You have got to have confidence in what the valuers are doing
' l_ring 

our valuers up regularly and just talk about what is going on in the market
' Rent review negotiations get a bit hairy with certain rent ieviJw clauses, at the end of the day it is the valuer that has to

work within the interpretation of the lease documentation

' ff t valuer changes firms I would not necessarily move with them it would depend which company they move to, I would
however tend to stay with the firm as there would always be someone there who was as competent and if I was seen to
move with the valuer, the market might react negatively; the main thing though is consistency

' The personal relationship with an individual valuer isone of confidence iriwhat they're d'oing, but not necessarily in
terms of who gets the instruction

' We provide the valuer with basic schedules, they already hold lease documentation, we will provide any updated
documentation or a summary of it

' We will provide information about work we are doing on projects and anything that will help a valuer with a valuation' We provide information relating to physical evidence and any changes in renlal or physical changes' They already have a good set of data on the property, properfo plans, leases itrotos; ou6, tnr years they have
accumulated a comprehensive set of records about the property, soit is making sure that this information is updaied

' 9rt valuers ring us up for evidence over the year, so wil teep hem up to date; we provide information relating to
changes, information on specific transactions that we are invoived with and any market type of information we c€tn
assist them with, valuers do not tend to rely on us regarding market information

' After being instructed to carry out a valuation, the valuer then goes away and produces the valuation and come back to
us with a draft report

' We check the draft report for accuracy and assumptions and make sure that we feel comfortable with it
' I have a gut feeling as to what the valuation figure for a property should be, but then there may be adjustrnents after that' The annual valuation is an independent report to our sharehobers on the values of our properties, so to some extent my

opinion as to the values is inelevant, unless there is a huge discrepancy, but within i range it ls not retevant, unless
there is a huge problem

' There was situation with another property trust in New Zealand where someone should have picked the valuer's
mistakes up, the manager should have had a gut feeling that the valuation was wrong

' I won't influence the outcome of a valuation, but discuis with the valuer the assessid level of market rental, and then
we might talk about whether it was over or under rented and the factors that might influence the yielc

' We don't stipulate what methodology the valuer should use, we want to see their opinion on mirket rent, capitalisation
rate, passing yield and replacement cost

' Valuers are the professionals, they are the ones giving their independent opinion, it is really their call as to what
methodology they use

' Ilt primary purpose of the valuations are for financial reporting purposes, they are used as a guide to investrnent' We do some in-house modelling on historical and future performince of our properties. The company and employees are remunerated on annual returns
' :I" management is not owned by the shareholders, but the management is contracted to Company "X' We do our own in-house modelling, but we don't rely on it, as a stirting point we use the lnoefbnobnt valuations' I don't think that it is necessary to have full in-house valuations
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Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

. We wouldn't instruct a valuer that is not experienced

. One company in New Zealand went through a big valuation exercise because they had a big credibility problem; they

ran a review process and the outcome at the bottom of the page is 0K although a number of their properties are over

and under valued. They have a far more complex portfolio han us. The y had a big credibility problem with the share

market
. In our annual reports we report property by property; we show a value, a passing yield and the area, it feels right
. Most property companies are fairly transparent
. lf a valuer raised their fees we may go elsewhere
. lf you negotiate the valuer's fees too far down it affects their attitude as to how much effort they put into it, so we do not

press too hard
. We will put pressure on them just to keep them honest, but I am not a big one for pressuring fees for the sake of it, it's a

fair fee for a job well done
. Valuers are the professionals; you're asking hem to take some risk and exercise some judgment, put their name on it,

so you have to respect that
. I receive criticisms from the investnent ma*et, brokers, analysts; however, they need to be aware of a value/s brief

which includes a willing buyer and willing seller concept of market value
. You give a valuer an impossible brief to value a property assuming a willing buyer and willing seller and you know as of

the date of the valuation there were no willing buyers and the only people willing to sell were only doing it on instruction

from the bank, so the market value doesn't actually exist

' Real estate agents are not always a reliable source of information, it depends on individual relationships, there are

some hat I do rely upon and others that I do not

' There are valuers that are known to act unprofessionally
. The cunent arbitration process of negotiation and haggling is unsatisfactory and we prefer to go directly to he tenants

when it is a rent review valuation and we would rather not include a valuer

Appendix 7A4 Summary of interviewwith Client 4

. The client valuer relationship can be described as a client with a need, finding someone who can fulfil that need to the

best advantage
. We undertake annual asset valuations
. We are obliged to rotate valuers every three years under the Trust Deed
. \A/hen you are undertaking a revaluation you are very conscious if the value goes down how will the market react to it; if

it drops it can affect compliance wih gearing ratios
. The public perception of the valuation is an important factor
. A valuation can be perceived by the Board as a performance measure of the Chief Executive
. There is a difference in getting a valua$on done on a property where there is a conscious plan to sell and another where

there is no such plan
. We have had some disappointments with valuers that have valued way above what the market will pay
. In the present environment, it is diffcult to find mmparable evidence, this is particularly so with specific buildings
. We have experienced situations where the valuer has just got it wrong; it was a dropping market which made it even

harder
. lt is diffcult valuing in the New Zealand market as it is unusual to get long sbetches of stability
. There can be large differences between valuers at rent review depending if they are instructed by the landlord or tenant
. I do not believe that analysts understand the realestate market
. I am not convinced that the market really looks at assel values; I do not believe hat the investor looks at net asset

backing
. One investnent company lor 2 or 3 years had properties that were overvalued and they were trading at the biggest

discount to net assets. Other companies have tended to perform and hold their unit price pretty close to assets

' lf I was an investor I would want to know what was happening to the underlying value
. The Board assesses my performance on a month by month basis; it is measured on such things as how many shops

are let and are we getting rent reviews to the levels we thought rather than on the annual valuation.
. The directors really don't understand the mechanics of a valuation
. lf the valuation goes down they look at it as being a result of the market

This is not the case in all companies, in some companies; if the assets are not adding value them you are not doing

yourjob
I have had a lot of bad experiences with valuers and so there are some ljust couldn't face working with and ljust strike

them out
In my view some valuers are just totally incompetent

There are some valuers that are too easily influenced and tfrus their valuations are unreliable

There are firms that have reputations of keeping the client happy, key individuals in particular tend to have such

reputations
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Conceptualising the lnfluence of Ctients on Valuations

' I've used valuers whose rent review valuations have looked plausible, but when we have gone to arbitration theyhaven't been prepared and have been butgunned". There was an instance when I was so iirpressed by the valueracting for the tenant that I am now using him for ail my varuations
' You have to choose a valuer that has market credibiliiy, you have to look ,lily 

white,' There are some valuers that people go to for a high viitiation and others you go to for a low valuation, I try to go to onethat is accurate

' There are some valuers that are conservative and if you are looring to purchase a property then you will go to them' There are some unreliable valuers that can be talked to go to wnerivei you want them' Even without the most optimistic or most pessimistic vahiers there can still be a large range of values maybe up to 30%' The differences between valuation outcomes t9ljoT tre oimcurty in establishing cap rates; this is atso a problem inestablishing discount rates when undertaking a DCF varuation
' Some valuers stilldo not believe in undertaking a DCF as they still see it as a Tinger in the air'valuation' ]fere are analysts that say discount rates stroltd be derived f* . Crpn.r Asset pricing Model' There are valuers that try to distort the real facts to suit th.ii p.rfirrbr perception; for example, discounting a deal,because they consider it an 'above market transaction'. This ir pirticurarr1l ihe case when valuers are working for partiesin a rent review situation. I look for valuers with specific skills. I do not want to instruct valuers that are easily persuaded
' For small transactionar oneofi varuations t nor ror a fixed fee. 

I fign! get a couple of quotes before I make a final decision' I look for a valuer with no conflict of interest and who is available to undertake the work. Valuers rarely quote a valuation fee that is oukageous
' Not many valuers have. a letter of engagement; inormally spend some time clarifying my requirements' I require a full DCF and I want srem to live me their comiaiabre"so ic.n read behind the figures' on anything of signilicance I would exiect a valuation ;p.rt 6 i; prJouceo in draft roi 1r"ui* ortore it is fnalised; Ithink most valuers expect that

' The draft report ailows for an accuracy check and a quantum check' I have a look at the draft report and I will say'look I don't tninr ilris is right, you're too low or you are too high', there is adialogue that goes on

' Inaccuracies get sorted out after we have viewed the draft report' lf there is a severe reduction in a valuation then it is kept in diaft until the timing suits. Valuations are undertaken annually on the 1st uune
' lf.a valueris paid too litfle in fees this will affect the quarity of the valuation' There is often quite a.discrepancy between a ocr vauatlior'il ;;;pillization approach. An-analyst may wish to see a ceriain approach to valuation' Different tvpes of pg:lT:t^i:I:1fg 

I o.pefi in 
.oin9rg1t ways; for exampre a locat purchaser may catcutatevalue by using a DCF whereas an overseas investor m3-y be looking piiery at the cap rate as at today,s date' There are times when pinpointing a value is very difircutt espeiiiiv it there is ; ;rg; grfiMeen the differentapproaches to valuations; there was one valuation where this Ireatei such an issue that the advice of an additionalvaluer was sought

' I define for the property manager and valuer what information should be delivered to the valuer; for example, the latesttenancy schedules, copy of standard leases, the latest oprr r..o*irirtion, booklet of BoMA measurements, whateverelse I think is relevant. Valuers do come to us for comparables
Valuers consider comparables as their own information qld pgrt of theh competitive advantage; they do not want othervaluers to see this informatior; because of this, comparable information is often inaccurate
There should be a record of accurate compariute information avairinie,-nui'even then valuers may not come up withexactly the same valuations; the differences between them would trowever ue clrastically reducedvaluers live in a protected environment, under statute and stated in certain leases they are the only people that canundertake valuations; in a different environment a number or p"opir'*orr,i gr t other professionals who are capable of

;:l3t iil}.X1ff:t:,11i||f"' 
rhis would mean that pebpd wantniti r,no* the rear varue or their property wourd

By inhoducing a new valuer via valuer rotation there is more of a chance in breaking the chain if a valuer has made amistake in a previous u,l,l1l11'-T!:,is especially the case where a previous valuer was not being paid enough and wasjust adjusting a coupre of figures each yeai to update a varuation figure 
- - - . l

There is the chance that a new valuei may want to change a vahiation just to prove the previous valuation wrong andthis could lead to an inaccurate valuation
A change of valuers may cause a large shifi up or down in a valuation outcome and the value of the property may notnecessarily have changed
Rotating valuers canies with it some risks
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conceptuarising the rnfluence of ctients on varuations

' Keeping the same valuer does result in more consistency, so for some investors it may be befter to have valuationschecked and leave valuers to come up with 
3n.tg.tee!. viiuation figure, rather than to change vatuers on a rotationalbasis' An alternative is to have valuei A undertai'ing tne vatuatlon"and th, y.r, before rotation valuer B comes and

iJl:tJ:rtnt 
valuation and they form an agreement before he/she tares ovei the next y..r; tni, is tess risky for the

AppendixTA5 Summary ol interviewwith Client5

' our valuations are for unit trust purposes and have to reflect an independent audit of property values. We have a panel of 4 valuers

' The valuers we instruct have a speciarist knowredge of hearthcare properties. Tte relationship is definitely independent. 
lVj instruct every ,12 

months, verbally and in writing
' The valuer we instruct undertakes i valuation wilh no input from us other than descriptions as to the leasing of theqroperty, the nature of the property and construction costs and the like' olce completed we get a draft vaiuation to review in terms of accuracy. We then have a meeting to go over the valuation with them
' we aim for consistency between the panelof valuers over the portfolio
' We cannot dictate value but we like to have a smooth hansition between valuers' we rotate valuers every | Ieals, ye.can only have the same vatuer tr,vo years in a row as specified in the trust deed' The process of valuer rotation is designed aigetting consistency ind gliuine market valuations' Valuers tend to be pretty consistent in terms 6f their views, uaruition irinciptes, mettroootogies ano yielos; there haven,tbeen many major discrepancies

' W.t do rolling valuations on a 6 monthly basis, half the portfolio in June and half in December' want to spread valuations out over time so you don't get the unit priceoeing arecteo oiamiiically in any one month. There is also a cost factor and economies oiscale issue
' we've generally used 2 valuers; we were looking for people with experience and expertise in this specialised area. wedo use other valuers for other parts of the portfolio

' we prefer to use where possible the largei firms that have research capabilities
' we have to value on 

,the 
basis of accounting standards ssAP 17, and within that there are a set of rules as to what avaluers must provide in their reports

' we include an instruction letter setting out what we want, what needs to be covered, the experience of the valuers andthen we ask for quotes
lf.the quotes are acceptable then we wiil go ahead with the valuation
The purpose of the valuation is to value the portfolio and the unit price; unit holders get the benefit of capital growth
Disposalcosts are built into the valuations
In the trust deed we have an obligation to value every 18 months; we have however made a decision to value annuallyThe key reason for obtaining valuations is to estalilish unit prices; we oo-insruct valuers when we are consideringacquiring a property and then we have to have a valualion canied'out for the trustees and the board, there are alsosome valuations undertaken for insurance puryoses
It.is part of due diligence to get a valuation canied out when we purchase a property
The valuer has to be approved by the trustees
we get a valuation on disposal for the purpose of providing due diligence information
We work out which properties have to be valued 

'

We will send an instruction letter out to the valuers; they confirm whether they are to follow up with a quote; if we arehappy with the quote we will appoint them
We will provide information including for development projects, the construction budget, plans and specifications,location information, agreement to leaie, agreed rentals
They then carry out the valuation for a curent market valuation
we will ask for cunent market rentals; they will do an investment valuation assuming market rent and contract rent; theywill also do a replacement cost approach ind a DCF depending on the nature of th+rodrty
They provide us with a draft and we will check the report for aicuracy, we wilt review the historic valuation to make sure
!h9lt it a.consistency; if there are any discrepancies and enors tnen we .nrngr a meeting to discuss the valuationfurther with them
There have been enors in numbers, zeros missing etc but nothing major, there might be misunderstandings as to howbudgets are structured, we.haven't really had a lotif major dlscrepanci,ri'ueiveen valuations
lf things have been done differently we will question the'valuer as to ;hi'- th; main reason for this is for us to find outwhat is going on with our properties
At the end of the day we have a board to report to

I
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conceptuarising the rnfluence of ctients on varuations

' on acquisitions we have to understand how the,valuation is made up and what is driving the market, so if we have to goand negotiate we've got to be aware of what is happening a;J;-hillh. pricing is; with portfolio vatuations we have tobe up with the play

' For acquisitions a valuation will be part of the due diligence process and we would only give the valuer a budget, agreedrentals, it depends on the nature of the property
' valuations.for acquisitions wiil assist in itre'negbtiations to purchase' For portfolio valuations we will just advise tG valuer of igrerd renHr, we will query with the vatuer if the portfoliovaluations have moved up or down or whether there is anytn]ng fiaisianos out from the rest.. At the end of the day ail we can do is question ttre vatuer;ihe ;d;, ; deat witr tend to stick to their guns. Obviously if there is an error they have to fiiit' our valuers place a pinpoint value on a property, but for acquisitions they may supply a range of values, but these haveto be quite tight. There is generally a consistency as we are forming the market' There are properties we have owned and varu,e.o r,or a numueior years and others that we have only just completed' 

,ffil;ffit:t*t 
take responsibilitv in terms of beins . rna;#;6ir'i irro in tookins roi rnrirt nry and what we pur

' 
[:il3lTllfr:t*].,t fltt 

them tends to be propertv specific, we expect them to visit the property so we don,t sive them

' we give them information on agreed conhact rents, budgets, occupancy levels, the tenant, the covenant etc' we get a lot of proposals andwe use valuers to asseis ti.se I'1, arling about yields, market conditions, so we usethem for initialinformation and to assist in fo*ing our view' we are in a unique and specialised t..tot;1t ttt are about six firms of valuers that we could use; they need to have anunderstanding of the,mechanics an! tn r*p.rtis. in ttre sector; i iilri tlrrt the pool is big enough. 
W.. have got to use the targe frms from . iuuric p;dpffiilrt;iil;' 
i:fiJlf*tirtj|f,:fl',ffl#:||,ilfriJ'-tit 

out our varuations has the abitnv to undertake research and ir is onry the

' 
ilHfti"Jris 

the disposal value of the property now, for tuture benefts; over time the vatue is going to change as rentat

' cunent market value builds in disposalcosts bul is not necessarily a disposalvalue; we do not look for a disposalvalueas we are a rong term horder; it is just a wiiling buyer and wiiling seiler vaiuation' I am confident that varuers are conservativet/accurate in their varuations' For us it is important to maintain the valuatioi at a miodte ;;dil;;i;xpect to see huge valuation gains or tosses. Valuers do a relatively good job at assessing market value' 
l"::Tr:ltes 

question the cost estimates, itre amount of time gone into the report and the amount of background

' The nature of the valuation is to know the market and put in the information that is required to support that value' The difference between a crient and varuer r.iu, ,s iittte .i ni:i ii iiii. 
Yj have a meeting with the valuer and it is giv! and taker Ine valuers we dealwith are pretty conservitive, some are more conservative than others' The most conseryative valuers come from tne iarger nrms who are oeaiinjwin the larger properties' 
;Ti1ffi:t'rSfii,yrl|;r1[ora conse.ruatil;ffi;;;; ili: as they,rimo,e at,isr and are soins ro be

The bigger the dealthe more the potentialfor mistakes

hllilJ:,]ilt:;l flffi]ii,Bmde 
conserv.t* * development projects than on existins properries as they can,t see

lf,::'*t:xJl[Hx $;l,Trtiropertv 
will look like on completion, up and runnins; one side is the devetopment and the

Valuers tend to be backwardiooking

NflffillJ;:notan 
exact science-and it is going to have its imperfectionsi the key is to have systems in ptace to

Valuations are not perfect, but is as perfect as we can make it and it serves a purposeThere is protection from an.investo/s point oi u[*; valuations are canied'out regularly using different varuers; thevaluers themserves are knowredgeaun dno *re11 cairv out research
At the end of the day varuations ire driven oy'ie uailers that do themIt isimportant for a valuer to have gooa infoimaiion, a valuation ir onry a, good as the valuer and he information they
The process of valuer tttPi:1?:19 encourage valuers to share information which shoutd benefit the end resultThis should lead to a certain amount of consistlncv
The process also allows us to pick up aoor, 

---"-'
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conceptuarising the rnfluence of ctients on varuations

' You are always going to have valuation ,pr. 
3n9 

downs and changel depending what the market is doing and theindividual properties so the valuation protocol helps to protect aga;iinr*i o, in,insistencls; it snoutc not drive thevalue or the market. I will not give another value/s valuation to the next valuer
' I may supply a valuer with the report with financial information blanked out; I will provide the description if it is an assetor an insurance valuation. The amount of information shared between valuers is up to them; they are generally very protective of thingsconfidential or conflicts of interest

' some valuers are good mates and share information and network
' 9.n we get a valuation from a valuer that we do not agree with we let them know and discuss it. We are not valuers but investment analysts
' We generally know the market and how it works but valuers know it better han us in terms of yields and rentals' valuers should look at theh previous valuation of a property; it is iniormation ano reslardti'iiittustrates where theproperty has come from in relation to value and where it is'going. Valuers can make different assumptions especially for deviloprient projects
' I am sure that varuers dear with each other and share informaiion. Certain issues come up in a more upward mobile full market
' The volatility of the healthcare market is not there when mmpared to the commercial property market

Appendix 7AG Summary ot interview with Ctient 6

' The client valuer relationship needs to be close insofar as we need to understand the methodology, approach and stylesof the valuer so we.can aldress investors' questions and information requirements rl
' we commission valuers for statutory purposes and we have a statutory'obligation to report our annual valuations at theend of the financial year

' The valuations we commission are used by our auditors, ac@untants and investors. We commission valuations annually for the 30r'June
' We also commission valuers to undertake valuations for the purposes of acquisitions and divestment. We select our valuers by their level of competency. The choice of valuers is restricted by banking covenants, There are certain valuers that have specific ikills for certain types of property
' Ihrl. are not many valuers that are competent at valuing oui'type of asiets
' our banking covenant only recognises two specific valueis and ine expectation is that we would have a quatity job done

by them. We have a valuer rotation policy once every two or three years
' This ensures that valuation methodology and data is routinely reviewed and verified by different peopte' we don't want to fall in the same trap as other funds whbre ttrey have had the iame u.rrciror many years andfundamental mistakes failed to be picked up. Mistakes can happen if there is not a regular review or peer review of a valuation
' Valuer rotation helps to maintain the integrity of the valuer and valuation process
' People do have different views of the market, if a valuer has done his/her research conecuy then there shouldn,t be abig difference between valuations. Valuer rotation does ensure the integrity of the data and valuation process. we saw a difference in tre style and metrodology when we rotated the valuers
' W! supply to the valuer alldala regarding tenancy details, operating .rp.nr.t and building information' we review the draft valuation for information accuracy, metr6dobgical accuracy, into-.iion gathering and tounderstand how the valuer has approached the problem
' By reviewing the valuation we can understand the process more fully; if we need to justify anything to anyone or defend

a number to investors or analysts we can

' The draft review is a very useful process as it can-uncover any mistakes including number transposition and it makes a
lifference in looking at inconsistencies from a portfolio basis. 
lhrge or four people ftom our company get involved in the process

' Each person in our company has a reason to get involved in assessing the drafi valuation' I am involved to understand frre business risk, 
_the 

methodology, thi valuation style and so forth; the asset managerwould look for data verification to ensure that all cunent experiies have been rdtrr.d bi the vaiuation process; andq'e qropgrty analyst who is a resident expert valuer checks for much of the same thing.' Or.lr buildings are very complex and an average valuer would not know how to deal with some of them' We do not instruct anyone to use a specific m-etnodotogy as our valuations are independent' our involvement is to never influence the outcome of the varuation. we do talk about different valuation approaches an the different merits of each
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Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

' We may think that a valuer has taken the wrong approach for a particular asset; you could call our discussions withthem influence but we see it as a kind of machinaiion of valuation ioeai, approaches and styles' we discuss with the valuer our market outlook, their view on;it. tn.y;. using this and why they are doing that and wechallenge them' we say why would you do that when it is like ttrist ti couto biinterpreted as inRiencing, but we regardit as a process of checking that these guys put in the required rigour toi these complex assets' we want to make sure that the vatuitioni are.canied out inl very rigorous way reflecting the fees thar are beingcharged and also the value implications of not doing r u.ry prot rrion'rr;oo or a very accurate job' we see the discussiors over the valuation report riie a crr6di pro.esrio keep people in line,' Each year we go to our nominated valuer and arange . tr.;;;6; meeting and ask them what is their view of themarket and talk a bit about the valuation
' we get them to talk.to us about how they see the.valuation having changed since the previous year; this is not related tothe valuer's appointment, but purely an information gathering *rrd* so we are aware of ihe views of a couple ofvaluers and what the market is thinking
' we would then discuss fees. and formilly appoint the valuer; we will appoint the Director of Valuation or the chief of theValuation Department as being responsi6te'fbr the valuation programme and signing off the valuations' The chief valuer has.to sign off and explain the valuation .ni rrppr1, commentary so we know there has been aconsistent view throughout the valuations
' The only information we supply is the tenancy.schedule and operating expenses information; they make all otherassumptions including capex, leasing up and market rentals' lt would take them about 3 weeks thLn'to complete a draft which they would send to us for review, verification and dataaccuracy

' we would return the draft valuation within about one week; they would fren tidy up the work, finalise it and in a week toten days we would have the final report
' lf we understand the valuation posiiion of our assets then we are able to make better decisions about strategic directionof the portfolio including as to whether a building has a future in fire portrorn' our balance sheet and bank covenants providing security to the loans maoe to the Trust are basically supported by trevalues of our buildings

' gtil$,ffa| valuation targets do not affect external valuation outcomes, because their purpose is to get an independent

' our intemal valuations do differ from our external ones, but there is not much we can do about that, they areindependent and we have to have them canied--out eictr ieai. w. ttri.ror. have to understand how the valuer has
99me.g with their figure and why our figure is different

' The differences between intemil and ixtemal valuations tend to come ftom a difference in assumptions, includingassumptions on market conditions, growth rates, market rents, uacanry allowances, refurbishment costs and even

llSilooo'ont, 
while we can tell them what we think ney are, ney rrr.i n.ir o*n air*ftions as to how they treat

' Valuers tend to be moregeneral wlrgn lhey deal with items such as refurbishment costs whereas we will look for a rateper square metre for each individual building
' we will sit down three months prior to the inancial year end and talk about market conditions and the property assetsand we gain a very sharp understanding as to whaf is nappening in aiilire buildings; we tocus on every tenant, everyexpiry, every rent review and forecast what is going to hapirin 1,i. andt0 years in the future' we intend next year to have a half day woftsn6p anoui tne'r.rt.t .nd ,hrll.ng. ideas, market trends, views ongrowth; this is partly as we see we have i responsiultity to make iui. fi,ri'ru.ryone is tifting their game' we see if the banks can only accept two valuers in New Zealand then we can assist in getting valuers to increase theirlevel of sophistication

we rationalize the difference between an external and in-house valuations; they may have a different view of themarket, a different set of assumptions and opinions on market data
we can talk at length with the valuer but at the end of the day we can't make them adopt our market view as that wouldnot be an independent valuation and it is not our role to change neir marr<eistory for statutory valuationswe do have intemal valuations that will reflect our view ani we will use these to make any divestment or aquisitiondecisions as we consider ourselves as property experts and we will not make these kind or o6cisions on someone else's

lf you do- not have property expertise then you rely on their advice
some of our in-house valuations come out highei and some lower than the external valuations, it depencls on thereason for the valuation; if we sell an asset wI may, 

{or Board requirements we commission a valuation which maycome out higher than what we think the market valui should be ro *r my.nallenge such a valuation, and we wouldalso clallenge lower ones if we have a chance to purchase a property
we will challenge higher and lower valuation. espb.iatty.s we have to explain any discrepancies to our Boardwe will go to the Board with an extemal valuation so ttr'atne/can ;t ffi t6 have been advised on the situation andcontext

a

a
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' For one building we did an internal feasibility assessment it would have cost.$30,000 to carry out a valuation so we justbrought in an external valuer to sign off that all our assumptionr *.r. Air and reasonable' we report external valuations in our Annual Report, they get audited by auoitors and that is the value of our buildings' w9 do. not challenge external valuations even if we oilt agreJ wiin'ttrem, we don't always believe that the externalv.aluer has got it right, but we cannot change it
' we do challenge valuers' thinking so they can go away and make sure that they have really thought it through; at theend of the day we do not have the ability to demind a c'hange ottrenvise it would not ne.n in;erncent valuation' I think that the valuations on the whole that we have received have been aoout nghi, aiir'.[jr' g'. first drafts havetended to be undervalued

' valuers have listened to us or have seen reason to change their valuations once having reviewed it' Valuers don't always review their position

' In the review session it is always useful to have a dialogue with the valuer as they may find reason to change thehfigure

' Y. would say that we think that values have been fair that have finally been booked.' There are some at first draft that haven't focused on the right things

(other information was contained in the second half of the interuiew bd this retated to a specific case sludy which wilt bediscussed later in ...)
An in-de-pfft analysis of each interview hanscript was undertaken this analysis was compared to the factors ouflined inchapter 6.

Appendix 7A7 Summary of interview with Glient 7

' valuers we instruct have to have an understanding as to what we do
' They have to balance impartiality and be sufficienlly arms length, but balancing that with an understanding of what wedo and how we do it

' The funds that we supervise that have real estate holdings are revalued on a quarterly basis in order to get a balance
between up to date assessments and trying to keep the costs under control. Ilir valuation pattem avoids the bias where you pick a date in the year to value. We have a panel of 3 or 4 valuation firms

' By and large any property will get valued no more than 2 years in a row by one firm' Property is a subjective thing

' Tend to get a bias if a valuer values the same building for too many years in a row which could end in either overvaluing or undervaluing a building

' We try and get a reasonable spread of valuers so we are not getting one firm being dominant in one particular area' The fund is divided into four and then valued once a year on i oinei-rent date by a different firm of valuers on a rotational
basis

' one portfolio we took over had the same valuer valuing it for 26 years I believe that resulted in biased valuation
outcomes

I

!

Values that were pinned on properties valued by the same valuer over a sustained time period were held artificially high
lf you have over valued in past years and the market has improved it is difricult to tell your client that the property is nowworth less than last year
The only way to reduce this type of bias is to introduce a new valuer even though some may argue that vatuers may betoo anxious to critique each others work
GenerallY the most a fund can comfortable take is a -9% depreciation where they may have in reality depreciated by

There may be some rearangement of properties in 
.our 

portfoliog that gets valued at specific times of the year
depending on circumstances that that may have dramatically affected their viiue we therefore try and catch as soon aspossible so the book value and the valuation lines up
The primary purpose for the valuations are for unit price
The primary purpose of a valuation is extemal in order for the unit holders to get a true perception of what theirinvestments are worth
We wouldn't commission a valuation at a point of sale as we have sufficient in house information
For new acquisitions the valuation would be a part of the due diligence pro..r,
We provide valuers with a.sale and purchase agreement nui tney'are also expected to provide an independent
assessment of the worth of the property
A shategic plan for a property is updated every 3 or 4 months
some properties are earmarked for sale and for others circumstances may change
Even if a property has not been identified for sale we will always considei r u"ri t ign offer as the money paid could beused more effectively
Rental clauses in our leases call for recourse to arbitration using valuers if an agreement can,t be reached

a

a
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Things are less adversarial if the landlord has a decent relationship with the tenant rather than bringing in a 3d parb/
When.we haye to bring in valuers it might be done in a formal of less formal basis; we try anJ gei tnil'valuers to come
up with a mutual recommendation
I am pretty explicit about what I want from tre valuers we instruct in a rent review situation; I normally request two
figures, one reflecting the figure 0r-at they believe will be agreed under arbitration, and one reflecting the highest figure
that can be supported from these figures; I am hen in a poiition to negotiate effectively
It's. a case of having to come up with a pinpoint varue for setting unit piices
Valuers are not always clear on a normal or realistic marketing-period or including a realistic marketing budget
A normal marketing period will depend on the type and valu-e'of property ano ihe market conditioni inctuding market
demand
Valuers do not always spell out their assumptions relating to their marketing period; it is probably an area which we
strould ask them to spellout more definitively
We would assume that it takes on average d months to sell a property
There was one firm that we were not hippy with their valuaiion format so we gave them one from another valuation
practice and told them this is the format we want you to follow
We do not want to see only metric calculations
We want a break up of contract rent and market rent
I know we have to indicate a pinpoint value for particular valuation punoses, but if you look at the deftnition of value
there almost has to be a range
Buyers are individual people who have a subjective view on what the property is worth and it is highly unlikety that 3 or 4
of them are going to come up with the same igure even under the same terms and conditions
In the situation of an identical brief for an idenlical property and a common understanding of marketing period and saleterm you would expect valuers to be within a reaionable tight range, but not necessarily to have the same pinpoint
value

some circumstan@s, for example if sunounding evidence was
there are a number of identical apartment sales, but commercial or

I

I

Valuers might come up with the same value in
compelling this could happen in a situation where
industrial does not tend to be like that

I

I

I

I

I

a

Valuers on the whole do make a good job of estimating market value
Valuation accuracy will be affecteo bi the input of tle cftent and the sharing of information, market knowledge andspecific knowledge of transactions
When.we employed one of our valuers to become General Manager of Properties he immediately disassociated himself
from the valuation process he was formerly involved with
We send valuers a list of properties that wi want valued
we advise them of book values, the last valuation and projections of roughly where the value should be; that isconten$ous as it could be perceived as leading
We then ask for a fee quotation,.if its in the ball park of what we are looking for then we will ask them to proceed
They then come on a data gathering exercisq they normally. send a iu-nior memner of staff whereas we think theyshould send someone more senior and we make ourielves aviilabte ror'any exptanations they rry *rnt
Valuers have access to all our files and information
We discuss capex ftom a tax perspective
They come up here and look through the files
we put together a brief series. of notes on any significant changes that have taken place on the property since the lastvaluation, they get full access to the last vatuaiiori
They speak to the portfolio managers to find out about transactions, they go and inspect the properties and then let ushave a draft valuation to have a look at
The valuer will produce a list of draft figures; we would then have some round table discussions and kick around anythoughts or ideas
We will contest any major abenations we see
There are sometimes some factual erors that we will highlight; some of them are things that the valuers have missed orwhere they have misread the market or where they are not aware of latest sales.
we also discuss differences in opinion and viewpoint typically on yield rate
There are also 101 other things such as deferred maintenance
As a rule valuers are not aware of landlord's capital expenditure including defened maintenance
Leases have grey areas in them

lalue1s 1e a little light on vacancy and letting up periods, and more bearish on market rentals
out of 25 to 30 properties being valued we wouto expect to adjust the valuation ftom the initial draft of approximately
between a quarter to half of them
I try to be careful not influence valuations because of ulterior motives for example the intentions to sell a property in thefollowing year
The same should be the case whether you are selling or retaining a property or if you are in the process of a leasenegotiation or rent review
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It is important not to artificially prop a building up because you will have to bite the bullet sooner or later and be realistic
as to what it is worth
We try and not tell the valuer our game plan for a property unless it is something very relevant
We do not want to pressure our valuers into a particular perspective
The valuation should be an accurate estimate at tfrat point of time
In the past we inherited manipulated values which made it difficult for us downstream especially if there is a change of
strategy for a property
It is important to value a property at it's actualvalue; if it is worth $2.bm and the market softens then we have a case for
selling it under market value
There have been suggestions from valuers that clients have suggested sbongly as to what the valuations should be
This happens not only with institutional clients but also residential mortgage vaiuations
There is an argument for not disclosing to a valuer the purpose of a valuation
ln small sense we are paid based on performance but most people are on a standard based salary
There is less likely to be a divergence in the opinion of value in a shaightfonvard investment property
Something that is grossly over rented is likely to be debated between the client and valuer
Properties with redevelopment potential are diffcult to value and mainstream valuers struggle with these as they have
never worked closely with developers
Different purchasers may assess the value of a property very differently; some people buy on yield rates, some are
conscious of market rents, some people simply capitalize the rent, ohers discount; there is aiang6 of views
There are times by virtue of our land holdings that we are conscious of things happening in theinarket and we will ask
a valuer if they are aware of it and if not to go and do some research
Two or more valuers or other property people will have different views on what the market rent for a property is; for
example haditionally it was thought that rental rates go up in 25% leaps as you go up a tower block, but others believe
that it is more variable than that; higher levels might even attract a discount 

-

When you are down to issues of quality, it is difficult to calculate the price that should be placed on it
It is the interpretation of the market to issues of quality, that is where the subjectivity comes in, how much should be
adjusted for certain feafures
Valuations are only valid if they reflect the way that the market behaves
lf the market buys on yield rates and doesn't do a DCF, there's little point in a valuer carrying out a DCF
You don't need lo go to the effort of discounted cash flow analysis on a simple industrial building
lf there are buildings with complications we may specifically request certain valuation metiods are utilised by the
valuers
On the value/s draft report we would look at the methodology and comment on things such as double discounting,
where they take a very conservative view on market rent and then use a very soft caf rate and then discount for thi
vacancy and letting up incentives etc
The only flaw I tend to notice in tre valuations I've read is that something happens at the 6 year mark when it earns its
full cap rate, and then the cap rate comes off a little bit and lower and lower and when there are 2 or 3 years to run and
they then introduce some real costs of dressing the building up and finding another tenant; it is not a very precise way of
doing it
I suppose we do not pay the valuer enough to read the lease from cover to cover
lf we see an abenation in the lease that the valuer has not taken into account we will point it out to the varuer
In appointing a company to undertake our valuations we are looking for a firm that has a range of good valuers; there
needs to be a group of people that have knowledge of a good cross section of the market, access to market information
and a hack record
We would only wish to appoint valuers that have the right experience of institutional work
Valuers that have only undertaken tenant advocacy work have a negative view of the market
It is important to form a good working relationship wih a valuation firm especially if they are doing other work for you, for
example property marketing, leasing and management
Each of the divisions of a multidisciplinary company tend to work quite separately and separate their respective
interests; we don't tend to get any befter deal when we use more services
Valuers in multidisciplinary practices tend to receive information more quickly and accurately from realestate agents
some valuation firms do not seem to have the right people with the right expertise
we had an experience where a valuer did not want to change his reporting paftems
W-e have recently asked a firm of valuers to conduct a peer review as parfof their valuation process
When we request a peer-review process we expect that before the valuations come to us a number of valuers within a
ftrm will have had a round the table discussion and have formed a collective view as to where the value sits
We tend also discuss the value of our properties with each other intemally
I don't believe in grinding a valuer down excessively on fees
lf a valuer has supplied us with a steady flow of information and advice then we have more tolerance and are less likely
to be picky about dollars and cents
Valuers are going to want repeat business, so making their client unhappy is not going to work
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lf valuers are asked to come uq with a figure trat is clearly untrue then it places them in a difficult situation
The test ultimately is if anyone is disadvintaged at the eni of the day
In mortgage valuations, provided that the house buyer pays his mortgage and the bank gets theh interest, at the end ofthe day nobody's been hurt
lf the buyer falls over and the bank has to selland they don't meet the funds outstanding this is unacceptable so the testis what the outcome is
I've fiied to discourage client influence here because you have got to live with those values year in and year out and
whatever you do with the property subsequenUy is based on that
once you have gone beyond trose initialyearsthen the age and experience seems to be secondary to people,s ability
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Appendix 78 1

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

SAMPLE OF CLIENT RESPONSES TO TNDIVIDUAL FACTORS - CROSS
CASE ANALYSIS

lllus.trative sample of responses to individual factors relating to market
credibility

Consistency
in valuations

"... if you think the value of a property is coming back you've got to be reasonable consistent. , . "

"..'Y9u ca1't be going it might be 35 or might be 33, I mean it takes a consistent yield where you get
a point in time where there's no more value slide or there's no more value change, ,cos the'mariet
isn't really that dynamic ,,. there's no sales evidence because the market is so smbll"

"'.'the big thing for us in terms of what we represent to the market and the shareholders is
consistency, they want to sec consistency in everything, consistency in dividend payment ... roughly
in the value of the portfolio, tfrey probably he flavour we go for, ,. "

"..,Company X went through a big exercise because they had a big credibility problem with their book
values... "

".'.if you get a 1070 shift up or down in your values because you've changed valuers, what does that
tell the market, it tells you that your values have gone up suddenly or itJ gone down suddenly, and
that's not necessarily the case, so it carries some pretty major risks rotation, really I think.,."

"...1t is mainly to do with getling consistency, and making sure that they are genuine market
valuations ..."

.. 
.' .yo! want to spread your valuations on a portfolio out over time, so you don't get a s1uat6n where

the unit price can be affected dramatically in one month.. .n

"..'you have got to take responsibility yourself as well, in terms of being ... a manager of a fund
looking for consistency with your valuations . ., "

u,,,. 
We'll review the historic valualions that have been done on the properties to look for you know,

a valuer may value it for two years, to make sure it is reflected, that there is consistency there in
terms of what they are saying now and that tfrere are no discrepancies from one valuer to another. . . "

"."ye w9r9 consistently getting figures that were out here, there wasn't even any pattem to it really,
and again they didn't seem to have the right people, the right expertise.."

Reporting
consistent
and aftractive
dividends
lreturns to
unit holders

'"...if a valuer sort of one year goes ... you know I was forecasting 200/o grovuth and then 10% after
that and this year I am saying that there is going to be no growth and the market rents have come
back ..' you know I think it is worth $5 million less than last year, I mean you just can't do that.. I

mean you just can't do that in an environment where you sort of being relied upon to set asset
values.,. "

"Company Xtor 2 or 3 years, everyone in the market knew their properties were grossly over valued
and they hadn't taken a hit on them .... lt's no coincidence that they were traOing at the biggest
discount to net assets..."

"..'you'Ye got a very high.consciousness that if your value goes down, how is the market going to
respond to that,... it's going to drop your net asset backing, in some cases that can eve-n afrect
compliance with gearing ratios..."

"..,you're sort of sitting around thinking, well, I'm going to produce this valuation, what are the board
members going to say when I report to them the property has dropped by $10 million..?,

"We have a reputation in the market .... And we believe we are the best fund managers .,. and we
have a certain level of professional credibility which we have got to maintain and therefore we want
to deliver performance, as fund managers if we don't perform we don't have a business and so
performance is critical for us to build a client base or to have a top performing fund and so there is a
lot at stake ... particularly when our assets are gefting devalued 'cos we-obviously are seen as
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negative performers..."

'..' they were held at an artificially high level, now if you've reported a property as being worth a
certain amount for three or four successive years and ihen the market's iinpioviig how on-earth do
you tell your client that it's now worth less than what it was worth last year...;

".... I don't think anyone wants to report a negative return to the unit holders."

Perceived
market
transparency

I

| ...'*. actually undertake a peer review process, which basically means that we instruct the valuers
I0 g0 away and value our assets, then we appoint a second valuer to review those valuations and
what we say to them is that - here's the valuation that have been completed, here's all their
workings, we want you to look at it, come up with what you think the value is .nd then oasicaif/it
there's a differential we want you two valuers to talk and agree..."

"."the market is sophisticated these days and trere's a lot of information, you've got to be
transparent and you know we've worked really hard to make sure we are transparent..."

",..we do..'the second valuation (because) .. we're told the market ignores the one we?e obliged to
do, once a year,,."

'' 
' ' tlansparency ls a big iss-ue, keep it very transparent. People just want to see consistency, so we

wouldn't change (valuers)... "

"."|f I was a big investor with a prtfolio of listed property stocks, I'd definitely want to know what was
happening to it and the underlying value..,"

"..,there's an issue of how will the market regard the fact that we're using ABC Ltd as valuers and
certainly our Board sort of talk quite a bit aboul that..."

"...in a public listed environment you're very conscious that you've got to be sort of 100% lily white.,."
',.,we have got to use large scale firms anywayfrom a public perception point of view,."

".-.if we.are undertaking a new development or there is an aquisition to the portfolio which might be
at any time of the year or a divestment to substantiate an acquisition or divestment decision to the
Board..."

"".We will go (to the Board) regardless witr an extemal valuation just as verification ,.. so that the
Board can say that they have been fully appraised of all situations and context,.."- 

-- " - " " 
l

Conceptualising the Influence of Clients on Valuations

Appendix 7B2 lltustrative sample or responses to individual factors relating to the need for
accurate and realistic valuations

Manage
future liability

""'thelast thing a valuer walts to do is put a value of $35 million on a building and then next year it,s
worth $28, he's not going to be looked upon very well.,."

"."it's better to have it early (bad news), it's better to have it in small chunks you know, rather than
someone ".just holding it at the same leveland hen eventually there's one bighit and.,.t5e Board of
Directors, everyone says ,.. how did that .., happen?.." 

- i

"(the primary purpose of these valuations is for financial reporting purposes), they are used as a
guide to investment.,,."

""w9've had some pretty severe disappointments about saying to valuers, look we want realgenuine, I can sell this tomorow valu-ations, then you go to the mirket and find you know, the real
price is 20-300/o below those figures.,.,

.'. reglly the important thing for us ...is maintaining the valuation in the middte of the range not
expecting to see huge valuation gains or losses...,

"" if we understand the valuation position of our assets, we make better decisions about the sfategic
direction of the portfolio, and from an asset specific perspective, also whether or not that bu1ding his

d its valuation direction whether or
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not the asset has any economic value for us. .. "

'... they (the valuations) weretreld at an artificially high level, now if you've reported a property as
being worth a certain amount for 3 or 4 successive years and then thb marke[s improvi'ng,'hd on
earth do you tell your client that it's now worth less than what it was worth last year .,.. "

"'.,there's no point in artificiallypropping the thing up because you're going to have to bite the bullet
sooner or later and be realistic as to what il is worth.."

"'.the one's ... that we've inherited that were manipulated values made it really difficult for us
downstream and you do have to change shategies ior properties where the stuff wasn't for sale
maybe or vice versa, so if you have deliberately set things uil ... to follow one course of action that
tends to work against you in following another course of ition...'

Gommercial
rather than
evidential
approach

::*f^.1: ^1'1T."- -1! jrg verv tecrr
appreciation of how property functions and the rationale for people investing in property..."

".'.the more commercial they are, the more they understand fansactional behaviour, the more
they're able to take a view on valuations that I believe are more accurate than someone who is
probably really technical... "

"... it's very important that you look at the future value, the on-going future value of a property, ,..
and the assessment of its value in 5 or 10 years time to me is rialti a very important, ii,s ihe most
important issue, and trat would be true if you were a security tenderinyway, I mean the issue is not
what it's worth today, the issue is, if.you are trying to, is whai, where, w'hat's'the trend of the market,
is that property going to be progressively falling in value . , , "

""'if we don't feel that frrey have a good understanding of where he market is going, rather than has
been, then they won't generate our respect and won't certainly be providing thJ skilis we are looking
for..."

"l really shongly think that (evidence based valuations are) absolutely inappropriate.." (client 2)

',,,you.should be taking a view of the dynamics,.,. is that market going up or down, you know, and
certainly the banks are taking a view and not wanting to lend into it .,." 

-

"."he just got it wrong and it was in a dropping market to which was even harder, so he may say,
well two months later when you try to sellthem, the market had dropped even further..."

"'.' I think they (valuers) are ...backward looking as opposed to fonrard looking, and I don't know
why' l. think that it may be.to do with the volatility of he New Zealand economy, ihings change there
so quickly, I don't know I'd_say they definitely look more backward and whit is hippenini at the
present time in the market..."

"".it is actually a freehold site that we own, the ground lease is to the government ... there are no
improvements on the site ... it is heavily over rented so it is efiectively iit<e a bond cash flow .,, we
asked he valuers'how do you value hat?" And then ... we look at reient leasehold sales and apply

3 
cap rate ". I personally have a problem witr that because I trink it is undervaluing the asset. Th6

best way to look at it is to defer to the capital markets and say ... "What is the risk-iee gou.rrrni
bond selling for?""

'.'.when you are down to.bsues of quality, what price.do you put on it, he's done a sort of averaging
affect.. . you'll find that the bad property- not only takes long-er to lease, but it leases for a lower sqJari
footage rental ,.. so its interpretation of the market..."

'. 
' ' lf the market buys on yield rate on small industrial units and doesn't do discounted cash flow then

there's liftle point the valuer doing discounted cash fl0w..."

Instructing
competent
valuers

u.. 
we've tended to use alltlre major... intemation@

'....9nq some (valuers) we just think are a joke quite candidly and so we don't use them, and others
we feel.'.iave got a really good understanding of the dynamics of the market and so naturally we
gravitate towards them..,"

'... 
' 
I'd just try and pick the valuer that I sort of think is best for the market and that, that means for me

genuinely understanding the market and giving me you know the highest level of accuracy ... "

"We won't use somebody that is not experienced...,
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"....1 guess..one of the prob
with virtually everyone in the. markel.gld evlry field, so you sit down with a list and say:.. th#;
some that ljust strike out and say; well I wouldn't have a bar of them..."

""but I think it is important to have hat research background...and you are not going to get it with just
a one or two man show for this kind of property,.."

".' if I went to a valuer to, get something done in Takapuna and he says, oh well I'm gonna have to
start going around and finding comparables, I'd say, oh forget it, you inow if you d'on't know the
market then I don't want you to value it..."

1'(We select valuers by theh) level.of competency, and this can be restricted to banking covenants
i'e' a recognised valuer by a bank, if you have toiaise finance against those properties. There is ,..
recognition in the market ffrat .,, certain valuers have skills lor certain types of property anC
depending on the complexity, ,. or the asset, you need to emptoy a varuer uraiii .pproprirtety iritteJ

l"' we're looking for a firm that has a range of good valuers, .., ifs important that they've got more
than one good valuer, just one good valulr is iot realty enough, t tnihrr it needs to 6r a grorf oi
people that have got a good cross section of the market, accesito market information and .,l a tiacr
record of doing this type of work and having access to the information needed ... is important..."

Purpose of
valuation
affec{ing the
preferred

outcome

""' it's like a rent review, you know if you're acting for the tenant, you're going to be different to when
your acting for a landlord, there's no necessary reason why you snoun b6, bu"t it's like you trave to ne
"'.yry ha-ve to take a position and try to get io a point wnbre you agree, so why, wis it not that in
valuation for asset purposes you didn t appty ne same approac'h whidn is in a rent review, you have
|wo 

v3lu-ers, they're opposite ends of the siale and eventually ffiere's an agieement somewhere in
the middle and that's more or less what the rent is, and that's the market rentL"

""You know the review valuer will.,. in some cases, with some of the valuers who I would call less
commercial, they take the.stance that their valuing it for a purchaser and they feel that, they feJ
compelled to disagree with the principal valuer..."

"'." you.(a.valuer) ..' expected to have a different view to another valuer'cos you were acung for, on
different sides of the fence, Typically in a rent review scenario, you know but I guess natt, ftrjtlsjust a negotiation thing,.."

"" I mean it could be a banking requirement that they.keep their values up as high as possible theydon't want to be in breech oJ banking covenants oi ttrings rke nat, so y* rno* trey'll put huge
amount of pressure on the valuer,. to be ,,. as bullish as possible.."

'". you.knowthere is pressure ... say you?e doing a trade, trading a property and they're saying ... Iwant to hade those three properties formy one, | ilant my.vatue tioe'as trilri as possi'ble, ano iir futpressure on the valuer to do. that, and the guy on the other side would b-e putting pressun on hi,
valuer to get his three properties'values up a=s well..."

"l guess that, you know if you're a lessee why brief a valuer ... if he's not going to give a low figure,
so that you can use it in your negotiations .,."

""'lf I want a low value, especially if I'm buying a property and I need it and I want to use a valuation
as evidence to pass it across the other sid-e .L ttren'l knbw exacily *no r*irigo t0,.. I think they?e(conup! valuers) from smaller ntT: .,. yes they are in small nrms JnJ ttrey-t.t *ort simply because
...people who want figures for particulai reasons..."

""'There's.a lot of scepticism of tenants, that valuers basically acting as advocates for the landlord
and or for the tenant ... and that's very obvious they are paio to oo it..i"
'"'particularly the rent review ones, they?e pretty subjective exercises and they?e pretty aware ofwho's paying them.,."

"There's definitely some valuers around Auckland and New Zealand that are you
conservative, but if you end up ... wanting a cgnservative valuation and if vou're bur

know,

n0al
are so
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Appendix 7B4 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to the
performance measurement of the client affecting the preferrid outcome

Appendix 78 5 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors retating to the influence of
in-house valuations or book validations

and you want a to match against the vendor's valuation nen you ttgrdb it.-"
''.. valuations are basically criticalto us, our balance sheet is basically supported by the values of

those buildings and so are the bank covenants providing security to tne'ioanj that are being made to
the Trust..."

"'..Now when it comes to the actual instruction of the valuers, I'm normally pretty explicit what I want
from the valuers either for that initial advice or...when it's starting to toot adrimonious and I normally
want two figures out of them which is, one is what the figure ii going to setfle at under arbitration
circumstances and two, what's the absolutely highest figure you ca-n reisonably support. . , "

PERFOR.
MANCE
MEASUREME

NT OF CLIENT

Performance
measurement

'..' I think that property executives frequently are trying to defend treir book values, you know they,re
judged on personal performance ..."

'..'as a chief executive there's very much a sort of ... it's a performance measure. you know you're
sort of sitting around thinking well I'm gonna produce this valuation, what are the Board of Dirictors
gonna say when I report to them the value ofthe property has dropped.."

Performance.
based
compensation

". ' ' this moming we've just changed our management contract and we get 10% of shareholder returns
over a certain threshold, so that ,.. the national company is remuneraied on annual returns. lt's verv
common....The mmments and feedback we've had on this,..lthink it's the right thing to do, time will
tell,..."

"'..in a very small sense (we are performanc+based), ... in our unit I think most people are on a
standard base salary, there are some people in the unit who have a slice on the top, you'get a slice if
the company does well, if the division does well, if the individual does well, it doesn't-maftlr how well
you've done if the company doesn't make budget for the year, there are no bonuses , ..'

In.house
valuation
/book values
validation

Book value
or in- house
valuation
validation

I Analysts,".certainly say the-y know how to value properties ... they'll look at.., vatuations and just
say, no 

1!'s ryonO ... so as far as they're concerned, valuations, they just never believe it because
they ..' there's just so many conflicting views on what the value of a property is, as far as they're
concerned they do their own in-house.."

''.. I think property executives fre-quently are trying to defend their book values, you know they're
judged on personal performance..."

.::t*t 
*',' look at the portfolio valuations and find out where the portfolios have moved up or down

.... 
Some (of our in-house valuations) are lower and some are higher (than the valuers), it depends

on the reason for the valuation, if it is to sell an asset we might chlllenge as part of the'process, we
may for Board requirements get an external valuation which is higherihan what we think it is, we
would be challenging and saying why do you think there is going to be so much growth in the asset,
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why do you think it is going to perform

"."what we tend to do intemally herewhen you're forming a view on a major transaction, you know if
we're looking to sell a building or looking to ietile a rent rJview, you know ihey're ..."

'.... generally two or three of us at least that will offer opinions on each others' work ,. . "

"':': W€ normally send them (valuers) a list of properties we want valued, the information we disclose
at that point is normally the book values, the last valuation and our projections on roughly where we
lflnf lhey're gonna be, now that's a contentious one because you've got the issue on dnrg'riyou
think that's leading or not.,."

"'..Any ones that we've seen a change of circumstances that's dramatically affected its value for
better or for worse, we'll tend to try and catch those up as soon as possible so that at a giu.n foint in
time what we've got in the books and we've got in the valuation is, lines up reasonably will.,."'

Client
opinion of
value

""we do not do any internal valuations ... not formally, but we have an internal opinion on values ..."
"'.-,lhave a gut.feeling (of value), but then there may be adjustments afterthat, ,,,. Butobviously I

will have an opinion on the value of things .. . I mean in terms bf the annual valuation .. . "

.]',.when we get a valuation from a valuer that we disagree with we will let them know and discuss it,
if that is the state of it that is the state of it, we are not valuers and we are not in the market. , , "

""'we basically have a meeting with the valuer and we go over it (the valuation) and if they are
adamant we will go back, if they are not adamant if they-think ... it'is give ano tite anO tney witt
change the yield ..."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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